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POWERED AIR PURIFYING RESPIRATOR (PAPR)

Hey Chimney Sweeps, are you sick of dealing with dust masks that don’t work, are uncomfortable and hotter than a sauna?  

Move on up to a PAPR and work with freedom of movement and cooling comfort in trying conditions while you breathe in 

fresh air.  HEPA filtration removes 99.97% of impurities down to 0.3 microns.  Soot particles are filtered out as are many other 

impurities commonly found in chimney sweeping work.  A built-in activated charcoal filter provides organic vapor filtration at 

the same time.  The bonnet is very comfortable on the head and the air inlet provides a downward air wash helping to 

eliminate fogging. Full soot-proof yoke covers shoulders.   A belt pack contains the filter, blower motor and battery.  A 

variable speed control allows 6 CFM or more of airflow to be carried up the breathing tube that runs up the operators back, 

out of the way of your work.  The battery provides 6 to 8 hours of continuous use depending on the air flow setting.  The 

charger recharges the unit in 7 hours and has a life of 500+ charges.   1 Year blower motor warranty, 6 months on the balance 

of the unit.

Thank you for buying the A.W. Perkins Company PAPR
Included in the box are - 1. The PAPR belt pack containing the Lithium Ion battery pack, blower and 
filter chamber w/102W filter. 2. Breathing Tube with protective covering. 3. Face mask/hood with full 
yoke to cover shoulders (differs from picture above). 4. Spare HEPA gasket seal, 6 CFM test gauge, 
spare battery power connector. 5. Battery charger.

USE INSTRUCTIONS
Review Operation Instructions
Charge battery fully before first use (12 hours+).  A small charge is present when you receive the unit.
Adjust the velcro strap to your head size.
Connect the breathing tube to the PAPR belt pack and back of face mask/hood as shown in pictures 
above.  When using 6 CFM test gauge do so on the belt pack blower output.
Once battery is charged hook cable from belt pack to battery and place in holder as shown above.
Adjust belt pack to fit.
Filter must be replaced if the 6 CFM level cannot be maintained after filter cleaning.  Clean filter as 
described in Operation Instructions.  Perkins replacement filter part number is 9821.

Contact Tom Martin at A.W. Perkins Co., 800-698-7412 with any questions.
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